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Best Practices in Corpus Linguistics

What lessons should we take from the Replication Crisis and
how can we guarantee high quality in our research?

Aims, definition, and the current state of affairs

This poster aims to
– Raise awareness for Best Practices (BP) in Corpus Linguistics
– Discuss issues related to Reproducibility and Replicability
– Propose improvements to current research practices
– Offer solutions on how best practices can be implemented

A BP is a method or technique that is superior to alternatives because it produces
results that are more reliable, transparent, replicable, and in compliance with legal
or ethical requirements.

BP have come into focus as a result of the Replication Crisis (RC) which is a
ongoing methodological crisis primarily affecting parts of the social and life scien-
ces beginning in the early 2010s.

Nature 2016 poll of 1,500 scientists:
– 70% failed to reproduce at least one other scientist’s experiment
– 50% failed to reproduce one of their own experiments (Fanelli 2009)

Examples for media outlets reporting on the Replication Crisis.

As a consequence of the RC, there is growing awareness. . .
– of a problem: currently most research is difficult to replicate/reproduce!
– that reproducibility is an essential part of the scientific method
– that the inability to replicate has potentially grave consequences as significant

theories are grounded on unreproducible work
– that there is substantial loss of trust in science, its results, and its proponents.

Best Practices and Replication in Corpus Linguistics

As a community, we endorse blind peer-review, we are open to sharing (if we are
asked), and we have begun with a discussion around BP and replication (Berez-
Kroeker et al. 2018; Ruhi et al. 2014).

However, we could be better because our analyses are not reproducible, we have
an over-reliance on tools, and reproduction is discouraged ((i) journals are not inte-
rested in publishing the same analysis twice; (ii) researchers fear repercussions if
they criticize the research of others (face-threatening).

While replicability has improved with the rise of natural language corpora, we just
do not know how bad our research is (mistakes in using statistical methods or
data processing, outright forgery, data manipulation, p-hacking, etc.) because . . .
1. researchers do not (or only rarely) reproduce and replicate
2. researchers do not know about BP or what they are
3. researchers do not know how to make their research comply with BP
4. lack of training in BP and how to make research reproducible

Also, BP make research not only more transparent and reproducible but they also
help in optimizing work flows, thus making research more efficient and help
saving time because (part of) scripts can be re-used and because your files will
be much tidier!

Open science circle with software options to make research more reproducible.

Suggestions to make our research more replicable

For individual researchers and teams
– FAIR principles: share and make your data Findable, Accessible, Interoperable,

Reusable (FAIR) (Wilkinson et al. 2016)
– Data a publication: assign a Digital Object Identifier (DOI) to your data, provide

a clear example for how your data should be cited, and publish it on an online
repository (this way your data is a proper publication)

– Archiving: use online repositories (e.g. GitHub, GitLab,
CouldStore, MyDrive, Dropbox) to avoid data loss and
various versions of a single document or file

– Scripts over tools: use R rather than ready-made soft-
ware tools because such apps are black-boxes that hinder
replication and transparency (due to limited accessibility
and/or time-consuming replication)

– Documentation: write down what you do and where you
store all relevant elements of your project

– Folder templates: think about a schematic folder structure
and use it for all your projects, e.g. always using subfolders
for data, tables, and images for research projects or slides,
exercises, student materials, and assignments for courses (ideally implement a
policy in your team so that all team members use the same folder template)

– Notebooks and Git: make your research fully transparent and reproducible by
using R or Jupyter Notebooks and sharing entire projects on GitHub or GitLab.

For the community
– Endorse Open Science:

Open Data + Open Access + Open Methodology + Open Educational Resources
– Only accept papers that have made data (and scripts) available
– Require data to be cited appropriately (serves as a reward and an incentive to

publish corpora)
– Promote replication and support publishing replication studies
– Invest in and support training for staff and students in data management and ot-

her options that help make research more transparent (R, Git, Markdown, wikis,
etc.)

– Continue the discussion and talk to colleagues about BP/Replication/Reproducibility
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